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Phased Approach
Sheridan Park will open in phases in response to Gov’t of Ontario legislation and business need.
PHASE 1 – Respond & Sustain

PHASE 2 – Adapt, Restore & Resume

•
•

Office is *closed*
Physical distancing is maintained.

•

•
•

Essential services only
Majority of Employees Working from Home

•

Working from Home remains in place for
those who can work from home.

PHASE 3 – Reinvent & Redefine

•

Workplaces resume business
activities while still following local

For others, approval is required to come into
the office

government regulations and safety
guidelines.
•

Food and coffee services have been
reinvented.

•
•

Health screening in effect
Social distancing is maintained

•

Enhanced infection control program in place.

Vulnerable individuals continue to stay home. Physical distancing is maintained. Non-medical masks are worn in public through all phases.
Recovery is not a straight line. Recovery will react to support local jurisdictions. Different markets will be in different phases.
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Shared Commitment to Health and Safety

Health and Safety are our top priority and a shared responsibility.
We commit to ensuring we are current on requirements for companies allowed to resume onsite activities under local
requirements by implementing policies/procedures relevant to each facilities/client jurisdiction, as they evolve.

We expect our employees and vendors to commit to this shared responsibility by adhering to all policies and protocols
outlined in this training to ensure our continued safety.

COVID-19 HEALTH & SAFETY COMMITMENT FOR STAFF REQUIRED TO TRAVEL DURING COVID-19– MAY 2020
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Transitioning Back Into The Workplace
A Guide for Employees
Common Thoughts

Common Goals

How will I find childcare? When will I feel
comfortable to travel on transit again? I am feeling
anxious! I am really looking forward to returning to
the office, I miss the people and my work space.

Have an open and honest discussion with your Manager
about your current personal circumstances and options for
your planned return to work.

I am feeling worried because there is so much
unknown – I wish I knew more about what exactly
returning to work will look like. Will I have to wear a
mask at all times? Will my temperature be taken?

Do your research & plan ahead. Visit the IMAX Our People
site for resources and guidance on what our return to work
processes look like.

All of these processes and rules feel a bit extreme.
Is this all really necessary? I am glad IMAX is
prepared and has so many processes in place.
Work is definitely not the same as it used to be,
but I am enjoying seeing my coworkers and
getting back into a routine that works for me.
How long will all of this last?
Things may not be back to normal entirely, but we
are getting there!

Phase back into the workplace in the safest and most
productive way possible by following our policies and
procedures for approved return to work.

Be socially responsible by following local guidelines to
stay healthy & safe, and adhere to IMAX safety protocols.

A Checklist To Help You Prepare
❑ Visualize what an ideal return to work process
would look like for you in your personal situation –
discuss your options with your Manager.
❑ If you are interested in seeing your group’s Business
Continuity Plan, Business Impact Assessment, or
Recovery Strategy Plan connect with your Manager.
❑ Review return to work policies & procedures
available to you on the Our People site so you are
informed and educated. You will find information
specific to various work locations with Paths of
Travel, expected arrival procedures, and guidelines
on Social Distancing in the office.
❑ Review the Frequently Asked Questions on the site
to see if any of your unanswered queries might be
there.

❑ Ensure you know the symptoms of COVID-19 and
the process for reporting any illness to your
Manager & HR.
❑ Reach out to your HR Business Partner with any
unanswered concerns you might have – We are
here to support you during this transition.

Feel confident & safe as you transition into another phase
of working through these unprecedented times.
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Social Distancing

One way entry and
signage help guide

Enter
Here

occupants through the
facility while maintaining 2
metre social distancing
guidelines.

Link to Physical Distancing Policy
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Touch
Free
Where possible, doors will

remain open to facilitate a
touch free environment
including: the inner door

at entrance and door
leading to warehouse.
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Path of Travel
Signage throughout warehouses aisles

Signage throughout the office area and warehouse
encourage social distancing.
- Warehouse aisles - one person per aisle at all

times.

Signage at bathrooms

- Use the door from the office to enter warehouse.
- Use the washrooms – 2 washrooms. 1 per

individual (If 2 people are in)
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Floor Plan

The green Xs show seating arrangements that accommodate social distancing for
people in the office.
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Entering the Building
All employees must enter the RW
warehouse using the

front door.
At entry, signage is in place to
remind you to sanitize door
handles, and alarm key pad
before and after use.
Masks and hand sanitizer is
available at entry.
Masks must be worn at all times.
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Individual Workspaces

Does your workspace look like this?

- Disinfect your station

before and after use.
- Take all personal items
home

Or This?.....

- Maintain a clear desk
to enable sanitization

Not so easy to clean
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Common Equipment and Warehouse
Signage by the scale

All common tools such as
scales, pump trucks,
ladders, photocopier, must
be sanitized before and
after every use.

Signage by the photocopiers and label printer

Signage the warehouse entrance

When using the
photocopier, sanitize your
hands before and after
every use.
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Meetings
• Video / phone meetings

remain preferable.
• Face to face connections
must maintain 2 m

distancing.
• Meeting room is
available for single

individuals wishing to
use them for video calls.
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Coffee / Kitchen

Why not
bring from
home?

Bottled water is available.

Why not fill
up a big mug
from home?
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Breaks Protocols
• It is preferable to bring your own food
and stay in for breaks.
• Eat at your desk.
• If you do leave the premise, including
smoke breaks, please use the front
entrance only and sanitize your hands
on your way in and out of the building.
• Maintain social distancing when in
designated smoking areas.
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First Aid
• For minor incidents, self treatment is
•

Fire/Evacuation –
• exit
Workthe
frombuilding
Home program
In the event of a fire alarm,
and matures
gatherfor
in office
encouraged to maintain social distancing.
workers.
the muster area, while maintaining
2m physical
• Food and coffee services have been
For medical emergencies, dial 911 anddistancing.
reinvented.
meet ambulance at the front if able to• doWhile facilities staff are on site, they will recruit
so. Notify facilities that ambulance has support from staff present.
• Please stay on site until you have been accounted for.
been called.
If facilities are not on site when the alarm goes, they will
be summoned to the site by the alarm company.
• Report to the muster area and stay on site until you
are accounted for.
Link toteam
First Aid Response
Procedure
• Contact a member of the facilities
to provide
communicate updates.
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Fire Safety and Evacuation
Fire/Evacuation –
In the event of a fire alarm, exit the building from the closest exit•and
gather
inprogram
the matures for office
Work
from Home
workers.
muster area, while maintaining 2m physical distancing.
• Food and coffee services have been
• Please stay on site, until you have been accounted for.
reinvented.
• Notify facilities/HR that there is an incident in progress.
•

Link to Fire Safety Procedure
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